
Participant Guide

Habit 4: Generous Giving

1  We want you to know, brothers, about the grace of God that has been given among the churches of Macedonia, 2 for in a 
severe test of affliction, their abundance of joy and their extreme poverty have overflowed in a wealth of generosity on their 
part. 3 For they gave according to their means, as I can testify, and beyond their means, of their own accord,4 begging us 
earnestly for the favor of taking part in the relief of the saints— 5 and this, not as we expected, but they gave themselves first to 
the Lord and then by the will of God to us. 6 Accordingly, we urged Titus that as he had started, so he should complete among 
you this act of grace. 7 But as you excel in everything—in faith, in speech, in knowledge, in all earnestness, and in our love for 
you—see that you excel in this act of grace also.

2 Cori nthians 8:1-7

Discussion

When writing to the church in Corinth, Paul praises the Macedonian churches for their willingness to 
provide material support for other Christians in need. This does not come as a surprise to us, given that 
generosity is seen as a virtue by practically everyone in our modern society. Giving to the needy is 
widely encouraged and supported. Let's focus on what the bible teaches us from this passage about 
giving and our relationship to material wealth.

1. What is unusual about the Macedonian offering? How is it like, and how is it different from 
most forms of charity giving that we observe these days? 

2. Paul certainly praises the Macedonians here, but are there instances in which giving can be a 
‘bad’ thing for the giver?

3. Paul’s praise is less focused on the amount or target of the offering. What matters is that they 
gave from a position of extreme poverty. Paul also says that “they gave themselves first to the 
Lord”. What do we learn about the true meaning of giving here?

4. When the expressions ‘abundance of joy’ and ‘extreme poverty’ are used in the same phrase, 
they usually refer to someone that received a major gift. Here, Paul uses it to describe the givers.
How can we find joy in the midst of need? 

‘In the battle of faith, money is usually the last stronghold to fall.’
Ronald Dunn

‘The poor are the true representatives of God on earth. This emphasis fades away during the 
Reformation ... and tends to disappear with the rise of the middle class. But it takes humility to 
put oneself under the tutelage of the Middle Ages rather than to pride oneself on having such a 
lovely hermeneutic.’

Jacques Ellul

‘Fool! This night your soul is required of you, and the things you have prepared, whose will they 
be? So is the one who lays up treasure for himself and is not rich toward God.’

Jesus of Nazareth


